### COLLEGE OF ARTS & SOCIAL SCIENCES
- **1101** AB Communication
- **1102** AB English
- **1103** AB Psychology
- **1104** BS Criminology

### COLLEGE OF BUSINESS & ACCOUNTANCY
- **1201** BS Accountancy
- **1202** BS Accounting Technology
- **1203** BS Entrepreneurship
- **1204** BS Hotel & Restaurant Management
- **1205** BSBA Business Economics
- **1206** BSBA Financial Management
- **1207** BSBA Marketing Management

### COLLEGE OF COMPUTER STUDIES
- **1301** BS Computer Science
- **1302** BS Information Systems
- **1303** BS Information Technology
- **1304** *2 Years Associate in Information Technology

### COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING
- **1401** BS Civil Engineering
- **1402** BS Electrical Engineering
- **1403** BS Electronics Engineering
- **1404** BS Industrial Engineering
- **1405** BS Mechanical Engineering

### COLLEGE OF HUMAN KINETICS
- **1501** B Physical Education

### COLLEGE OF PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION
- **1601** B Public Administration

### COLLEGE OF SCIENCE
- **1701** BS Chemistry
- **1702** BS Environmental Management
- **1703** BS Mathematics

### COLLEGE OF EDUCATION
- **2101** BEED General Curriculum
- **2102** BEED Pre School Education
- **2103** BSIED Industrial Arts
- **2104** BSIED English
- **2105** BSIED Filipino
- **2106** BSIED Mathematics
- **2107** BSIED Music, Arts, Physical Education & Health
- **2108** BSIED Physical Science
- **2109** BSIED Social Studies
- **2110** BSIED Technology & Livelihood Education

### COLLEGE OF NURSING
- **2201** BS Nursing

### COLLEGE OF ARCHITECTURE & FINE ARTS
- **3101** B Fine Arts major in Advertising
- **3102** BS Architecture

### COLLEGE OF TECHNOLOGY
- **3201** BS Nutrition & Food Technology
- **3202** BIT Automotive Technology
- **3203** BIT Electrical Technology
- **3204** BSIT Mechatronics Technology
- **3205** BSIT Electronics & Information Technology

### COLLEGE OF SCIENCE
- **1701** BS Chemistry
- **1702** BS Environmental Management
- **1703** BS Mathematics